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Modernist French Art Deco Sideboard of Various Exotic Woods

Reference: 
MPD-007217
Description
1930's French Art Deco sideboard or credenza of a very clean lined and modernist design.  The
sideboard features several really beautiful and exotic woods all represented at the same time - the
main body of the piece is Palisander with gorgeously grained Macassar Ebony on the substantial
recessed base, rare Pearwood on the drawer fronts, and a stunning Quartersawn Birdseye Maple
lining the display area behind the original sliding plate glass doors.
 
The hardware is so incredibly designer French Art Deco in its look and is the finishing touch to this
beautiful "center of attention" piece.  This piece is more than likely a French designer piece but
without attribution just given its gorgeous exotic woods, appealing modernist design and overall
presentation.  One of the most striking elements concerning this piece is the beautiful contrasts and
juxtapositions of the fine exotic woods and its modernist, clean lined design.
 
The piece has a stepped design with the two side compartments stepping up from the main center
section and featuring rounded edges.  It features four drawers clustered underneath the glass door
display area, with the top left drawer featuring divided compartments and felt lined for silverware
service.  There are two shelves behind the left and right doors.
 
This piece has been carefully hand stripped and refinished to an exceptional mirror-like high gloss
using Deco-Dence's trademark Italian polyester finish that is totally water and alcohol impervious
and extremely resilient to bumps, bruises and scratches. 
 
Our Italian finish is world-class ... found on the interiors of private jets, yachts, and motorcoaches
and on only the highest end pieces by luxury cabinet makers such as Dakota Jackson and Brueton. 
With just a little TLC your Deco-Dence piece will look absolutely fabulous for decades and decades to
come ... providing on ROI unmatched by any Gallery!
 
Hand stripped and refinished in Deco-Dence's trademark exceptional mirror-like high gloss Italian
polyester finish ... and ready for your entertaining pleasure!

Price: 
$13,500.00
 

Main Image: 

DetailsPeriod: ART DECO
 Category: FURNITURE

Condition: Excellent, refinished to mirror like high polish
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 - Height: 33 1/2

  - Width: 71
  - Depth: 19 3/4
 
  Dealer:         Deco-Dence Gallery & Studio  
  
Dallas Design District

2260 Monitor Street

Dallas, TX 75207-6204 USA

214-744-DECO (3326) - Gallery

214-789-DECO (3326) - cell

 

      
   
More InfoCountry of Origin: France
Material/tecniques: Exotic Palisander, Macassar, Birdseye, Pearwood, polished nickel, glass doors
 
  

Deco-Dence Gallery and Studio
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